Loci polymorphisms of the APOBEC3G gene in HIV type 1-infected Brazilians.
The human APOBEC3G (A3G) protein activity obstructs retrovirus infection by inducing mutations of guanosines to adenosines (G → A) in the viral DNA. These G → A mutations may disrupt the reading frames of the viral genes. It has been observed that A3G polymorphisms can affect the degree of G → A mutations and the disease progression. For example, one study showed that the nonsynonymous substitution H186R was linked to AIDS progression in African Americans. Other studies, however, found no association between A3G polymorphisms and progression to AIDS in Europeans or in Asians. The genetic structure of a host population likely affects the dynamics of HIV-1 infection. The AIDS infection in Brazil is unique because of the high incidence of isolates with an unusual motif (GWGR) at the V3 region of the env gene. Since the Brazilian population is a mix of Portuguese, native Amerindians, and Africans we aimed to explore the influence of A3G polymorphisms in HIV-1 infection in this heterogeneous host population. We analyzed seven loci polymorphisms of A3G in 400 HIV-1-infected individuals naive to drug therapy. Our findings indicated no significant influence of A3G polymorphisms on disease status. The exception was the SNP -571 (rs5757463) in which heterozygous individuals (C/G) and homozygous individuals (G/G) presented lower CD4(+) T cell counts compared to homozygous (C/C) individuals (Mann-Whitney test p-value = 0.0076). Furthermore, the loci diversity of A3G in Brazilians was similar to that of Europeans. Consequently, if there is any host factor that could be used to explain the peculiar subtype B HIV-1 infection in Brazil it is not associated with the innate immunity of the A3G gene.